I. Choose the proper word to fill in each blank

(A) afford     (B) bake      (C) chores     (D) fascinating   (E) double
(F) earns     (G) experience   (H) right     (I) lend          (J) consume

1. I have a lot of ______ to do today. I need to clean the house, go shopping, and wash the clothes.
2. Were you bored during the movie? -- No, I thought it was ________.
3. I'm afraid I can't ________ you any money. I don't have enough myself.
4. Can you really ________ to buy a new car right now?
5. It's cheaper to share a ________ room than to get two single rooms.
6. You have to ________ this type of cake in a very hot oven.
7. He has a good job and ________ a lot of money.
8. People in Ireland ________ the most tea per person.
9. Under Spanish law, parents do not have the ________ to make their children leave home.
10. You need a good degree and a lot of ________ to be considered for this job.

II. Multiple choice

11. Where ______ work?
   (A) you       (B) you do      (C) do you     (D) are you
12. What time ______ to come?
   (A) she's going   (B) is she going  (C) going she  (D) is going she
13. ______ away last weekend?
   (A) Did you     (B) Did you went    (C) Went you   (D) Did you go
14. He ______ a big breakfast in the morning.
   (A) usually have    (B) has usually    (C) usually has   (D)is usually has
15. She ______ men who talk a lot.
   (A) not likes    (B) doesn't like     (C) don't like    (D) don’t likes
16. Be careful! You ______ a mistake.
   (A) are making    (B) making     (C) are makeing   (D) make for
17. How often ______ your grandparents?
   (A) are you seeing   (B) you see   (C) do you see   (D) are you see
18. That's the store ______ I bought my computer.
   (A) that       (B) where      (C) who     (D) which
19. What ______ you do last weekend?
   (A) were     (B) do        (C) are    (D) did
20. We were _________ by the end of the movie.
   (A) confusing      (B) confused      (C) confuse      (D) confusion

21. My parents _____ work. They're retired.
   (A) don't      (B) not      (C) aren't      (D) doesn't

22. What time ________ the store open?
   (A) are      (B) is      (C) do      (D) does

23. My computer _________. It's broken.
   (A) isn't working      (B) doesn't working      (C) isn't work      (D) not is working

24. Tom doesn't like cities, and _________ I.
   (A) neither am      (B) so do      (C) neither do      (D) so don't

25. They're the children ________ live next door to us.
   (A) who      (B) which      (C) where      (D) whose

26. You ______ pay to get into that art gallery. It's free.
   (A) don't must      (B) must not      (C) have not to      (D) don't have to

27. It's a secret, so you _____ tell anybody.
   (A) can't to      (B) can't      (C) don't have to      (D) should

28. We enjoy_______ to concerts.
   (A) go      (B) to go      (C) going      (D) gone

29. “Have you ever been to Paris?” ---- “Yes,_____________.
   (A) I did      (B) I have      (C) I do      (D) I am

30. Jung is _______ in fishing.
   (A) interested      (B) excited      (C) happy      (D) good

31. She ______ a lot of time watching TV.
   (A) has      (B) is      (C) does      (D) spends

32. I have ___________ heard this CD.
   (A) yet      (B) already      (C) still      (D) till

33. She _____ going to parties.
   (A) is liking      (B) likes to      (C) likes      (D) is like

34. I'm_____ find a new job.
   (A) try      (B) to try      (C) trying      (D) trying to

35. We're ______ to go abroad next summer.
   (A) plan      (B) to plan      (C) planning      (D) to planning

36. Don't ______ to turn off the light before you leave.
   (A) forget      (B) to forget      (C) forgetting      (D) to forgetting

37. She doesn't mind ________ with her parents.
   (A) live      (B) lives      (C) living      (D) to live
38. He always ______ to help me with my homework.
   (A) offer     (B) offers     (C) to offer     (D) offering

39. She ________ to call me last night.
   (A) promise    (B) promises   (C) promising     (D) promised

40. I ______ being late.
   (A) am hating     (B) hates     (C) hate    (D) hate to

III. Choose the correct words to complete the passages below. (20% 克漏字填 填, 20% 填填)

(I) Has this ever happened to you? You arrive at a party or wedding reception where you don't know anybody. Everybody there seems to know each other. What can you do? Here are some simple tips. Don't stand in the corner. You need to be _______. Find somebody you think you would like _______ and go and introduce yourself. Try to ask _______ questions like "I love your bag. Where did you get it?" That will help to start a conversation. Try not to dominate the conversation. When you are nervous, it's very easy _______ about yourself all the time. Nobody wants _______ to your life story when they've only just met you.

41. (A) positive  (B) negative (C) explosive (D) expensive
42. (A) know  (B) knowing (C) known (D) to know
43 (A) personal   (B) impersonal   (C)personally  (D) impersonally
44. (A) talk (B)talking (C) to talk (D) being talked
45. (A) listen (B) listening  (C) to listen (D) being listened

(II) Every year in Australia there are crocodile _______ on humans. Two years ago a 24-year-old German tourist died when she went for a swim in a lake. Although there were signs _______ people that there might be crocodiles, the woman and her friends decided to go for a midnight swim. The woman suddenly _______, and the next morning her body was found. Near it was a four-meter-long crocodile. And only last month two Australian boys watched in horror as their friend _______ by a crocodile when they were washing their bikes in a river. They _______ a tree and stayed there for 22 hours while the crocodile waited below.

46. (A) attach (B) attaches  (C) attack     (D) attacks
47. (A) warn (B) warns (C) warning     (D) warned
48. (A) appear (B) appeared (C)disappear  (D) disappeared
49. (A) killed  (B) killing  (C) was killed (D) was killing
50. (A) clashed  (B) climbed  (C) cleaned  (D) chopped
(III) In polls, two out of five adults and seven out of ten teenagers say they watch too much TV. Why do so many people worry about how much they watch? A recent research study may give some clues about why TV has such a strong attraction for many people. As you might expect, people watching TV reported feeling relaxed and passive. More surprising is that the sense of relaxation ended when the TV was turned off. But, the feeling of passivity continued. Participants commonly reported that TV took away their energy. They said they had more difficulty concentrating after watching TV than before.

51. (A) clues (B) points (C) marks (D) choices
52. (A) attract (B) attraction (C) attractive (D) attractively
53. (A) popular (B) positive (C) passive (D) passion
54. (A) work (B) names (C) money (D) energy
55. (A) difficult (B) difficulty (C) different (D) difference

(IV) It seems hard to imagine that these birds would become an agricultural craze, but they did. During the late 1800s and early 1900s, ostrich farming was big business in South Africa. There was a huge demand from all over the world for ostrich feathers to decorate women's hats and clothing. Some hats were adorned with feathers more than 20 inches high. At the height of the industry in 1913, there were 750,000 ostriches in one area of South Africa producing up to 100,000 tons of feathers a year. Ostrich feathers were almost as important to the South African economy as gold, diamonds, and wool.

56. (A) craze (B) crazy (C) curious (D) curiosity
57. (A) depend (B) delay (C) demand (D) decrease
58. (A) increase (B) decorate (C) declare (D) define
59. (A) adjusted (B) adapted (C) adopted (D) adorned
60. (A) important (B) importance (C) imported (D) impulsive

IV. Reading comprehension 綜合閱讀測驗: 18%(僅填代碼)

How many ways are there to learn a language?

Do you want to learn a language? We interviewed three people who learned a language in very different ways. Louisa is 36 and a mother of two. She went to evening classes. "I quit working when I had my first child. Then a year ago I signed up for a Portuguese evening class. At first, it was really difficult. We had to speak Portuguese all the time in the classroom, and I didn't understand anything. Also, when you only have one class a week, you have to do a lot at home. I studied when the children were in bed and listened to Portuguese CDs in the car. At the end of the year I could speak Portuguese fairly well." Tim is 23. He went to Spain to learn Spanish. "When I finished college, I wanted to travel and learn a language. I already knew a little Spanish, so I decided to go to Spain. I didn't want to take formal classes, so I bought some CDs and listened to them before I
went. I traveled around the country for six months. It's the only way to learn. I didn't have much money, so I worked in cafes. That meant I met a lot of people and learned a lot of Spanish. I also had a great time. I'd definitely recommend it." Samantha is 29. She took an intensive course in Vancouver. "I studied French and Chinese in college and got a job with computers. I missed learning a language, so I asked my boss for a one-month vacation and enrolled in an intensive Japanese course in Vancouver. We had six hours of classes every day, so it was really hard work. We all communicated in Japanese. The problem was that when I went home, I spoke English again. The course was fun and I learned a lot, but I'd like to take a course in Japan next time."

61. When Louisa's first child was born, she ______.
   (A) worked in the evenings    (B) continued working   (C) stopped working   (D) worked all day

62. Louisa found learning a language ______.
   (A) easy     (B) boring     (C) hard    (D) different

63. Louisa took a Portuguese class ______.
   (A) once a week    (B) every evening    (C) during the day    (D) twice a week

64. Louisa did extra studying when she was _________.
   (A) taking care of the children   (B) driving    (C) in bed     (D) eating

65. Tim went to Spain because he_____.  (A) could speak Spanish very well   (B) knew some Spanish
   (C) studied Spanish in college     (D) wanted to visit his friends

66. Before he went, Tim _________.
   (A) took some classes    (B) practiced on his own   (C) bought a home-study book    (D) took some tests

67. When Tim was traveling, he _________. (A) met a lot of Americans    (B) spent a lot of money
   (C) spoke a lot of Spanish     (D) visited a lot of friends

68. Samantha learned Japanese _________.
   (A) at work    (B) in Japan    (C) at a language school    (D) at home

69. When she was in class, Samantha spoke ________. (A) a lot of English    (B) Japanese all the time
   (C) in different languages     (D) only English

V. Unscramble the following questions 重組.12%

70. did / Ben / yesterday / Where / go / ?

71. are / listening / you / to / What / ?

72. many / people / at / party / the / How / were / ?

73. Rosa / her / with / Does / parents / live / ?